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Abstract: In this paper the solutions to the optimal 
multiobjective H2/HD0  problem are characterized us- 
ing Banach space duality theory, and shown to satisfy 
a flatness or allpass condition. Dual and predual spaces 
are identified, and equivalent maximizations  formulated 
therein. The duality description leads naturally to a so- 
lution based on convex programming. 
1 Introduction 
Despite the large attention the multiobjective H2/H" 
control problem has received  in  the control commu- 
nity,  an exact  solution still remained essentially elu- 
sive [l].  This is presumably due to the non-standard 
nature of the mixed H2  and Hw norm criteria encoun- 
tered in the multiobjective optimization. This is in con- 
trast to the H2  or Ha standard problems which were 
solved by  various state space as well  as frequency de 
main techniques. Many researchers have then resorted 
to several relaxations and approximation methods of 
bounds  on the multiobjective optimization problem, 
e.g.,  [2, 3,  4, 1,  5, 6, 7, 81.  Finite dimensional ap- 
proximations based on truncating the Youla parame- 
ter Q,  system impulse response and/or infinite horizons 
were proposed in [4, 1, 8, 51.  However, the approxima- 
tions in  [4] may  lead to a controller not  feasible for 
the true closed loop system, and very large optimiza- 
tion problems.  An improvement was suggested in [l] 
by formulating the problem as a semi-definite program- 
ming problem (SDP), using the linear matrix inequali- 
ties (LMI) formulation of  H2  and Hw norms [9,3,6,7]. 
Then a Pareto optimal solution using finite dimensional 
Q-parametrization was  computed using  convex  opti- 
mization. The drawbacks of  this approach is that there 
is no analysis on the rate of  convergence to the op- 
timum, or the degree of  suboptimality.  Moreover the 
LMI formulation introduces a large number of auxiliary 
variables [I, 6, 71.  The resulting Pareto optimal con- 
troller may also be conservative. Other approaches in- 
clude minimizing an upper bound such as [2], or dealing 
with particular multiobjective problems by  minimizing 
the H2  norm  of  a single closed loop matrix transfer 
function subject to an Hw constraint on another closed 
loop matrix transfer function [5,  8, 10, 111. 
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In this paper, the general H2/Hw  multiobjective opti- 
mal control problem is formulated as a shortest distance 
minimization  problem  in a particular  Banach  space. 
The optimal solutions are characterized using Banach 
space duality theory, and shown to satisfy a flatness or 
"allpass" condition.  The dual characterization is cru- 
cial in computing the optimal solution within a known 
tolerance via finite variable convex programming. 
Although the results here are obtained on the unit disk, 
i.e., discrete time systems, they hold almost verbatim 
on the imaginary axis, i.e, for continuous time systems. 
2  Problem Formulation 
Consider the general feedback control system of  fig- 
ure 1, where P is the generalized linear time-invariant 
plant, K the controller, tu, U,  z and y respectively, the 
external disturbances,  control inputs, controlled out- 
puts and measured outputs.  It is well known that the 
Figure 1: General Feedback Control System 
set of  all achievable closed loop maps is given by  the 
following linear fractional transformation [12, 11: 
{G = P,,  +  P,,K(I  -  Pu,,K)-'PUw,  for  stab.  K}  (1) 
Using the Youla parametrization Q for stabilizing con- 
trollers K,  (1) can be transformed to  the affine form in 
Q [12, 11: 
{G  = H -  UQV, Q E  HO"(qxq)}  (2) 
where  the  matrix transfer  functions  H, U,  and V 
are stable and of  appropriate dimensions,  i.e.,  H  E 
Hm(@,xn),  U  E  Hm(Gxp),  and  finay V  E 
HO"  (qx  n ). 
Following  [3,  11  particular  closed  loop  ni-inputlmi- 
output transfer matrices Gi may be obtained as: 
(3)  Gi(Q) =  LiGRi 
4091 where the matrices Li  E $ni xm  and Ri  E axni  select 
the appropriate channels [3, 11.  Likewise, define: 
Hi = LiHRi,  Ui = LiU,  & = VR,  (4) 
In this paper we  are concerned with the following mul- 
tiobjective cost function [3, l]: 
N  L 
P(&) =  ~illGi(&)112  +  XillGi(Q>llco  (5) 
i= 1  N+1 
where  Xi 2 0, for  i = l,...  ,L.  The Xi's  are fixed, 
and may or may not form a convex combination (i.e., 
EL, Xi = 1 ) such as in [l]. By  "absorbing" the XiiS 
in  the functions Hi  and  Ui's, and keeping  the same 
notation, we  are left with the following cost function: 
N  L 
where the first N  components are H2-norms and the 
last (L  -  N)  components are all Hco-norms. 
The multiobjective H2/Hw  optimization is then: 
Expression  (7)  is  equivalent  to finding the shortest 
distance  from  a  vector  to  a  Banach  subspace,  de- 
fined  as follows.  Let  B be  the  Banach  space con- 
sisting of  the Cartesian product (JJzl  L2(Gi  xmi)) x 
(nkNf1  xmi)) consisting of  L matrix-valued 
(ni x mi)  functions on the unit disk, endowed with the 
following the norm: 
/ Fi  \ 
where )I.112 and  11 .  11"  denote the H2  and H"  norms 
respectively, that is: 
(9) 
dm  represents the normalized Lebesgue  measure de- 
fined on the unit circle, and 
ll~ill~  =  ess  sup  IFi(eiff)I  (10) 
ffE[0,2k) 
where  1 . I denotes the largest singular value. Then (7) 
is equivalent to: 
For  each matrix function A with entries in H"  there 
exist inner, outer, co-inner and co-outer matrix func- 
tions Ai, A,, Aci,  A,,,  respectively, such that we  have 
(Lebesgue) almost everywhere (m a.e.)  [13]: 
A =  AiA, =  AcoAci 
ATA =  I, A,iAC,  =  I  (12) 
where I is the identity matrix of  appropriate size. 
By  pre-multiplying the terms in  the LHS  of  (11)  by 
UTii, .  , Uii,  and post-multiplying by  V&,  .  . , V& 
the H2  and Ha  norms are preserved, and then (11) is 
equivalent to: 
Uti Hi V& 
(13) is the distance from (  ;  ) to the sub- 
Uii  HL  V2c; 
U10  Vlco 
spaces := (  )  Hm(@pXg)  (  ;  )  of  B. To 
ULO  VLCO 
ensure closedness of S the following assumption will be 
made throughout: 
(Al) there exists  6 > 0 such that cklU,$Uio 2 6, 
and 
Under  assumption  (Al) there  exist  an  outer  spec- 
tral factor A,,  and a co-outer  spectral factor A2  for 
cfzl  Ui*,Ui,,  and 
L,%,  2 6 for all B  E  [0, 2n). 
&coKo,  respectively, i.e., 
L  L 
Ui*,Ui, =  ATAi,  Kco&;,  =  A2A; 
i=l  i=  1 
S  has then the following equivalent description, let R  := 
( :'  )  E  nf=,  Hm(Gi  xp) be the outer isometry 
whose range coincides with the range of (  )  [13]. 
(  ,.*;I)  '0 
More explicitly  R has the form R = 
that R*R = I, m a.e.  Likewise let T := (") E 
RL 
ULO 
Ui,  A;' 
TL 
nk,  Hw(@sxni)  be the co-outer isometry whose range 
f  Vlco ) 
coincides with the range of  v;co  1  . More explicitly 
A;  Kc0 
T has the form T = (  A;;vLco  )  so that TT* = I,  m 
4092 a.e.  Then S = RHw(GXq)T. 
In the next section the duality structure of  the problem 
is characterized. 
3 Existence of a Predual Space and an 
Optimal Controller 
Let us briefly describe the Banach space duality results 
used in this paper.  If  B is any Banach space, the B* 
denotes its dual space. If  M is a subspace of  B,  then 
MI  denotes its annihilator, i.e., 
M*  := {f E  B*  : f(m) =  0, Vm E M}  (14) 
B, is the predual space of  B  if  (B,)* = B  and IS 
is the preannihilator of  SI  if  = S.  A standard 
results of  Banach space duality theory asserts that if a 
predual space and a preannihilator exist, then we  have 
for F E B [14]: 
That is the shortest distance from F  E B to the sub- 
space S is attained.  In the sequel we  will characterize 
the predual space of B,  and compute the preannhilator 
of s. 
Define the Banach space L1(Gixmi)  as the space of 
Gi  xmi-valued  functions, under the norm: 
llFlll := Ln  STrF(e")dm,  F  E  L1(Gi  xm;) (16) 
where STr denotes the trace-class norm, i.e., 
STr(F(eie)  := Trace(F*F(e"))* = 1  gi(F(eie))  (17) 
where ui(F(eie))  are the singular values of  F(e")). 
Let  B* be  the  Banach  space  (nElL2(Gixmi))  x 
(nk,,,  &'(U&  under the norm: 
i 
The space zt(C,,xq)  is simply the subspace obtained 
by  taking the complex  conjugate of  all functions in 
H,' (Gx9  1. 
Lemma 1 Under assumption (Al) the following hold: 
I) (B,)* N B. 
Where N stands for isometrically isomorphic. 
ai)  (Isy  N s. 
Proof i) First note that if X and Y  are Banach spaces, 
and the norm  on X  x Y  is  /1z11~  + ~~~~~y,  then  the 
dual  space  (X x Y)*  is  isometrically isomorphic to 
X* x Y* with the norm  "(11  f  llx+,  Ilg11y*) ([15], p. 
152).  Hence to compute the predual of  B it suffices 
to compute  the  predual  spaces  of  L2(@nixmi)  and 
Loo(% xm;). 
Observe  that  L2(@niXmi)  is  a  Hilbert  space  with 
inner product: 
27r 
< AI, A2  >:= 1  Trace(A;A1)(eie)dm  (21) 
Therefore L2(Gi  xmi) is self  reflexive  (i.e.,  isometri- 
cally isomorphic to its own predual). 
The  trace  class  norm  STr  is  dual  to  the  norm 
maximum  singular value  for  matrices,  hence  in  the 
same vein  as [16,  17,  181  and  byt  a  result  of  [19], 
L1(Gi  xmi)  is isometrically isomorphic to the predual 
space of  Loo(%; xmi).  The predual  space  of  B  is 
therefore isometrically isomorphic to B,,  and we write: 
(B,)* rr B  (22) 
ii) To compute the preannihilator of SI  consider: 
K E  (IS)* e  Trace(K'G)(e'')dm =  0, VG E* S 
1  2s  Tr (K:, . .  . , K;) (  RG,T  +  (I -  RR') ( G'  )T*)dm=O 
Ga 
IIFllB+ :=ma(11Fl112,  '*' 9  llFN1121 IIFN+lIIl> "' I  ~~~L~~l)  (18) 
VG,  E P:(Cxq),  VG = ( G1 )  E B. 
(j  l'"  Trace (Ki,  .  .  . , Kl)RG,T(e")dm =  0,  VG.  E at(qxq) 
and 1'-  TTQCe (K;, .  .  . , KL)(I -  RR') ( 1:  ]  T'(eie)dm  =  0, 
e  (K:, .  . . , KL)T E T'Za(qpXp) 
and  T'(K;, .  .  . , KL)(I -  RR')(e'')  =  0, m a.e. 
e  R'K  = FT,  for  some  F E Hm(@pxq)  and  KT = RR'KT 
e  K = RFT, m  a.e., (since  TT'  =  I, m a.e.) 
G2 
where F = (  FL 
B*  defined by:  )  E  B,.  Let *S  be the subspace of 
Is  ._  .-  (I -  RR*)B,T* @ Rgi(@pxq)T  (19) 
where  @  denotes  the  direct  sum  of  subspaces.  Since  Hm(qxq)Tis  the  annihilator  of  Rt(Gx,j)T  in  E, 
H:(qxq)  is the subspace of  L1(Gxq)  consisting of 
%,,,-valued  functions, analytic in the unit disk, and 
satisfying: 
Fkom the standard result in Banach space duality the- 
ory mentioned previously relating the distance from a  (20) 
4093 Lemma 2  vector to a subspace and an extremal functional in the 
predual (theorem 2, p.  121 [14]),  we deduce the follow- 
ing theorem. 
Theorem 1  Under assumption  (Al), there  exists  at 
least  one  optimal  Qo  E Hm(@pXq),  i.e.,  at  least  one 
H2/Hm optimal controller such that 
4  Dual Characterization and  Allpass Property 
of the Optimum 
In this section we  assume 
(A2)  U,*iHIV&,  ... , U,?iH~V,*,i  are continuous on 
the unit circle. 
Let C be the space of  continuous functions on the unit 
circle. Define the Banach space Bc := B n C, and the 
subspace Sc := S n  C.  In the sequel we  characterize 
the dual space of  B,.  Specifically, it will be shown that 
the dual space of  B, is isometrically isomorphic to a 
space M  consisting of  matrix valued complex bounded 
measures of  appropriate dimension defined on the unit 
circle. 
Accordingly, let U := ( ii  )  E M,  and introduce the 
following bilinear form on the space M  x Bc: 
< v,  K > := io,2=,  T~ace{K;dvl(B)  + ...  +  KZdvL(8)) (24) 
where K  = (  ) E B,.  This form has the fol- 
lowing equivalent representation: Let wU(0)  be the sum 
of  total variations on [O,  0) of  all entries of  ul,  . . . ,  UL. 
By the Radon-Nikodym theorem there exists a vector 
function:  G,  := (  'y  )  such that: du = G,&,  The 
space M  is endowed with the following norm: 
KL 
Gv, L 
II~IIM  :=  ma  ( /io,2T)  Trace(Gt,  ,GV,  d(eie)dwV(S),  .  . . , 
Proof:  Follows  essentially  from the same argument 
used in the proof of  Lemma 1, and from the fact that for 
finite dimensional spaces as spaces of matrices the trace 
class norm is the dual of  the maximum singular value 
norm and vise-versa.  (26) follows then from Singer's 
theorem (p.398 [20]). 
In the following lemma we characterize the annihilator 
of  Se in M. 
Lemma 3  The annihilator of S,  is given by 
Proof:  Define the space A(@pXq)  := Hm(@pxq)  n  C, 
A(@pxq)  is known as the disk algebra (i.e., analytic and 
continuous functions) of  @px (I -valued function defined 
on the unit circle. The annihlator of A(@Pxq)T  is given 
by p:((cpxq)T,  since if G E %:(qxq)  then: 
Trace(T'G'Q'T)(e'')dm  = 1'"  Troce(G'QTT')dm 
Iz'  Trace(G'Q)(eie)dm  =  0, VG E ~;(CX,),  Q E  A(@pXq)  (28) 
Hence U = (  )  E  S,'  is equivalent to 
VL 
Trace(F;R;du1(8))+.  ..+Trace(F;Rtdv~(O))  =  0 
VF := [  )  E  A(Gxq)T 
U  R*du(B)  = GT,  3 G E  ~;(C&X,) 
FL 
dv(0)  = (I -  RR')dv'(O) + RGTdm,  3 U'  E  M.  (29) 
(since  R'(I -  RE(') =  0, R*R  =  I) 
Theorem 1 (p.  121 [14]) asserts that if  a dual space 
exits together with a annihilator then the norm of  the 
dual extremal functional is attained, more specifically 
we  have: 
for any A E B,  and subspace S of  B. 
It follows then from lemmas 1, 2, and 3 that the multi- 
objective optimization po is attained by some extremal 
functional.  This is spelled out in the following lemma. 
4094 Lemma 4  Under assumptions  (Ai) and  (A2), there 
exists at least one Qo E Ha(%,,,)  such that: 
To show that the optimal solution is flat, define: 
That is  when  the analyticity constraint on the free 
parameter  Q is removed, C(qxq)  being the space of 
continuous @p,,-valued  functions defined on the unit 
disk. 
In the next theorem we show that the optimal solution 
is flat when certain conditions are satisfied. 
Theorem 2  Under  assumptions  (Al) and  (Ai?),  if 
p,  > poo, then the optimal Qo satisfy the allpass  con- 
dition: 
N, 
x(Trace(U:HiViti -  RiQ0Ti)*(U&HiVitj  -  RiQoTi))  4 
+  I(U:HiVi:i  -  R,QoTi)(eie)I =  p,,,  m  a.e.  (33) 
i=l 
L 
i=N+l 
The condition po > poo is sharp,  in the sense that if 
p, = poo,  then there exist Hi, Vi and fi such that the 
flatness condition (33)  is  does not hold. 
Proof:  Let f,  be the extremal functional correspond- 
ing to the extremal measure v,  which achieves the max- 
imum in (31), i.e., f, =< v,,  >, where  dv, = Gab, 
for some matrix valued G = (  G1  ). Note that fo is 
defined on the space of continuous functions on the unit 
circle,  -by the Hahn-Banach theorem it can be extended 
to the whole space La of essentially bounded functions 
with the same norm.  We  call its extension F,, and we 
still have F,(Sc) = 0 [15]. 
Let X  = (  )  := RQ,T  E  Sc,  where Qo is the og 
timum. Then we have using Cauchy-Schwartz inequal- 
ity and the duality between trace-class and maximum 
GL 
XL 
singular value for matrices: 
where the dual extremal satisfies 
m+llG1112,..~  ,IIGNll2r IIGN+lIIl,*"  IIIGLII~)  = IlfollB: 
=  IlVolIM = 1  (35) 
Hence equality must hold throughout, and the optimal 
solution is allpass. 
Now  we show that if  E is any Borel subset of the unit 
circle such that w,(E) =  0, then the Lebesgue measure 
of  E, m(E)  = 0.  The allpass condition follows then 
from the identity (34). 
The extremal measure v,  can be written as 
Trace(  K*  G)  (  eie)dw,  (36) 
=  Trace(K'(1-  RR*)dd(B)} 
JlO.24 
+ io,2xl  TraceK*R@Tdm  (37) 
for some v'  E  M,  and 3 E  Zt(a&,). 
Next  suppose  that E  is  a  Borel  subset,  such  that 
w,(E) =  0, and m(E)  > 0.  Define 
k*(eie) =  T*9*R'(eie)  for  BE  E 
?(eie)  =  0  for  0 E  E' 
then K  E Loo and 
<a  >= ~Troce(3*3)dm  =  0 
since R*(I -  RR*) = 0,  RR* = I,  and TT* = I. There- 
fore Trace(3*@)(eie)  = 0, m a.e.  on E,  and from a 
standard result from matrix theory $(eie) = 0, m 8.e. 
on E,  but since 3 E  ~~(~,,,),  then 9  must be identi- 
cally the zero matrix. 
Therefore the maximum in (31) remains po, if  Sb is 
restricted to S:,  where: 
s,'  := {.  E  M  :  &(e)  = (I -  m*)dd(e),  d  E  M}  (38) 
4095 but Sk = (RC(qXq)T)l,  thus again by duality: 
Trace(U~,HlVAi,  ... ,  U~,HLVL*,~) 
Po  =  Ib'llB:  5 1 lio,2*) 
v E s,' 
dv(e)l =  ~oo  (39) 
contradicting our hypothesis (i.e.,  p > poo). 
If po > poo does not hold, then by taking for example 
XN+~ = 1, XN+2  = 1, and Xi = 0 for all other  i's, 
HN+~  = 0, then the optimal Qo =  0, and flatness fails. 
uN+1 =  uN+2 = vN+1 = vN+2 = 1, HN+I = f(z -  11, 
The duality theory developed here leads naturally  to 
a  numerical  solution  for  the multiobjective  H2/Hw 
control problem.  By restricting  the search of  Q to a 
finite dimensional space, it is possible to obtain a finite 
variable convex programming problem, approximation 
the optimum  po  from  above.  As  mentioned  in  the 
introduction this gives no indication  as in [l]  of how 
far this estimate is from the optimum  pa.  However, 
by  conducting  the  dual  maximization  on  a  finite 
dimensional  space  we  get  a  finite  variable  convex 
programming problem, which produces a lower bound 
for  po  enabling  estimating pa  to be  expressed to a 
known tolerance.  The convex programming algorithms 
will be the subject of a forthcoming paper. 
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